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This paper' desePibes the ppocesses of the suite together> 1JJith its
validation and eal'ibY'ation fer!' Australian eondit'ions. The ar'ea
chosen fop the test "WaS a BubuT'ban, T'egional shopping cent'Y'e in
Sydney.

The suite is intepest'ing in its sophistieat'ion and can aZ Zow the
evaluation of systems no'Y'TlrLlZ.y beyond any rrunuaZ pe-assignment
tf'affia. Howevep~ its very sophistication Zeads to pr>obZelT18 of
inter'pr>etation, validation and caZibroation. The inter>aation of'
the vaPious par>ts ~f the suite was studied in o'Y'der> to assess
r>elative contPibution to the modeZling process.

So tap the pesults obtained fPom using SATURN have been
eneoupaging. The modeZs pepfo~d in a peasonably cohepent and
undepstandable nrznnep and enabled the evaluation of' a nwnber> of
d~fficult ppoblems in a mueh quiekep and mope detailed manner>
than is nOPmalty possible.

AN AUSTRALIAN EVALUATION OF SATURN

The ideas and opinions exppessed in this papep ape those of' the
authops and ape not neces8apily those of the DepaptmenJ; of' Main
RoadB.

Ian GOSSIP
Metropolitan Division
Department of Main Roads
NSW

Rod TUDGE
Metropol itan Division
Department of Main Roads
NSW
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The search for a model led to four IX'ssibilities:

AUSTRALiAN EVALUATIuN Of SAl URN
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Objective comp3.risons of different traffic management schemes
could be made quickly, easily and, above all consistently, and

Solutions arising frem the modelling would be IOOre favourably
received by COuncil.

2.

3.

SATURN, frem University of Leeds, U.K.
lAW frem CSIRO
Q)Nl'RAM frem TRRL, U.K.
NETSIM frem Federal Highway Adninistration, U.S.A.

The limited cap3.city of NETSIM made it unsuitable for the Dep3.rllnent's
purposes.

Approaches were made to obtain the other three, but CONl'RAM was then not
available to the public. Both SATURN and lAW were obtained. However, this
raper relates to work with the SATURN model. (Work is progressing on the
evaluation of lAW and it is hoped that a reIX'rt will be published in the near
future) •

SATURN was seen to have two valuable advantages over the other models;
it had the facility to create a trip matrix from traffic counts, (counts being
the easiest and IOOst econemical data to collect by the Division, trip tables
the hardest data to obtain) and a buffer network facility which would better

le the effect on the surrounding arterials to be gauged.

~ckgr;ound.

The Dep3.rllnent of Main Roads, New South Wales, is resIX'nsible for
classified roads within New South Wales, the resIX'nsibility being shared by
fourteen Divisional Offices throughout the State. MetroIX'litan Division is
situated in the IIDSt densely IX'pulated area of sydney and therefore has special
traffic problems related to the high traffic generation. Traffic volumes and
oongestion have reached a level where the cap3.city of the arterial roads has
been exceeded and overflow traffic to residential streets has become a great
Concern to residents and local councils. Councils in turn, have acted to
remove the traffic by traffic management measures usually involving road
closures. In the p3.st, the Dep3.rtrnent had no way of objectively analysing the
effects that these proIX'sals had on the arterial road system other than to
guess or carry out a manual redistribution of traffic. Thus, a small area
traffic model was seen as imperative for the following reasons:
~.~

1. '!he effect of Council proIX'sals on the arterials could be gauged.
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Although SO]:ilisticated, the SA'lURN suite is sane.what similar to two
three other suites currently available. However, SA'IDRN has one unique rE<'tut'lf
which is not currently available in any other models. It has the ability,
using an entropy maximisation teclmique, to create matrices fran oounts.
Basically, the model compares and creates a series of trip matrices by
analysing the number of trees through links which contain counts. 'lhis is
by defining a variable for the probability that the trip frcm the origin i
destination j takes the link A (Pija). 'lhe Pija factors are then used to
adjust the individual matrix elements (ij J:>iirs).

The SATURN Model

A detailed explanation of the model is given in Ferriera, Hall and
Vliet (1980) and interested readers should refer to this publication.
some theoretical aspects of the models are presented here for completeness,

SA'lURN is an extranely complex suite of programs which can be vie.wed
containing three main IOOde1S. 'lhese are the simulation IOOdel (SATSIM) , the
assigrnnent model (SATA<3S), and the matrix build model Maximum Entrop{
Estimation (ME2).

Naturally, this technique is not as accurate as collecting OD
inforroa.tion, either from number plates or roadside interviews, however,
are considerably cheaper. Indeed, where the DeJ:>irt:ment is concerned counts
be obtained for a negligible cost frcm its SCATS system wherever signals
exist. Thus, a cheap and up-tcHlate data bank exists for the potential
off-line assessment of traffic management proposals.

GOSSIP and TUUGE

Chatswood was the logical choice for the initial study because of
interest in the Centre by both the GOvernment and private developers. 'lhe
DeJ:>irt:ment of Main Roade' interest was to gauge the effect that the growth
would have on arterial roade. However, the IOOdelling work was eventually
confined to the Town centre and therefore its effects on arterials still had
be estimated. It is hoped to remodel the area using the buffer network
facility to gain a better estimate of through trip diversion to the arte:'l<Lls.•,::.
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Figure 1 - The Chatswood Street System
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Centroid connectors to external nodes and parking zones.

Coding bus-only links. A change in program is also reguired for
turns out of bus lanes.

Setting out of the SATURN documentation, e.g. the p3rarneters
might be in alfhabetical order for ease of reference.

4.

2.

3.

::;erne areas of documentation which need revie.wing are:

1. Terminology .- links, turns and roads.

Documentation

The network as shown in Figure 1 was about 1 km equare and consisted
260 links, 540 simulated turns and 37 zones.

Cl:>mp3re this with the Sydney network which is about 50 km equare and
consists of 10,000 links, 4,500 nodes and 658 zones. The enall size of the
network was due rrainly to the area of available data being confined to the
i.rrnnediate centre. This area had been the subject of numerous studies since
1971 including a comprehensive volume and p3rking survey in 1981 and a numJ:er
plate survey in 1978. This meant that a reasonable data base could be
completed by carrying out a enall number of traffic counts.

The modelling work was carried out for a goverrnnent appointed
sub-camnittee to study Cllatswood Town Centre. 'lhe brief was to examine the
local and regional inplications of firstly, a number of changes to the
system, and secondly, increased office and retail developnent arising from
changes to floor Sp3ce ratios.

SATURN was used to evaluate traffic effects of the changed street
combined with camnitted retail developnent over and above that existing in
1981. A total of 15 different street and developnent options were evaluated.
'lhe SCOp3 of this p3per is rrainly confined to the base year network and re]pOrts
SATURN sensitivity to a number of traffic management devices evaluated at
various times throughout the Study.

The SATURN users manual has changed significantly since the first
document was received from Leeds in July, 1981. Many of the problems and
ambiguities have been eliminated but the authors would anticip3te new users
having problems with terminology and application.
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AUSTRALIAN EVALUATION OF SA'IDRN

The program documentation is just the reverse of the user
~:;~~~::;:,()~~. ilie programs are well written and include copious canments.
;;; support documentation is also helpful and provides a useful
i;;t~ei:medi"te step between the user manual and the programs.

Compil atiOD

The programs are written in FORI'RAN extended compatible with the AMDI\HL
":':~~·~:;n~at the University of Leeds. '!he only problem with compilation on the
;;: s Cyber 170 series computer was that sme variables were definea as
•~~~~~~; and real numbers in different parts of the program. This was simply

by placing quotation marks in the data statements as a temporary
In the latest version the data statements have been altered to make

more machine independent and all compilation problems have been
at least for the Cyber.

Network COding

A clockwise convention for coiling intersections must be strictly aaherea
otherwise p:>tentially serious errors will arise in the simulation I;hase.

·~:~:;~econventions for coding node order are used (ascending) but one
, is that zone and node numbers neea not be sequential. '!his allCMS

systems frm other stuilies to be used.

Some unoomential aSJ;:ects of the coding are worth mentioning here.

SAWRN requires data for each turning movement at an intersection. This
done by coding for each approach the saturation flCM and number of lanes for
turning movements p:>ssible. In addition, there must be a record to

iae",t:ify the type and location of the intersection. '!his means that for a four
intersection, there would be five records to code in SA'IDRN comparea to
for convential packages.

Qeotrojd Qqnnectors

There are two types of centroid cormectors: two-way for external zones
one-way for p3.rking zones. 'Ihe cormectors are, in fact, imaginary because

they are related to links, not nodes. In the case of r:arking zones (one-way
the links are nominated in a specific direction, upstream node

follCMea by downstream node. Up to six connectors are allCMed for each
(and therefore a limit of six one-way links per parking zone).
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ComB1ting

There are 1:><0 types, external and I>irking. External zones represent
p:>ints of trip generation either on a cocoon or within the study area.
zones are used to siJmJ1ate on-street J;arking, but may also be used for
off-street p:irking areas in certain circumstances. Both types of zones are
linked to the ne1:><ork via (unseen) connectors as previoualy explained.

a. 'Ibe process of generating a new trip matrix in SA'lURN was
oriented te><ards updating an existing matrix. A matrix file was
therefore required before processing in SAIDRN could begin. ~o

methods were used to derive the starting matrix:

1. A unity matrix was fed into the Fratar process using
volume counts for re>< and column totals (trip ends) •

2. A unity matrix was biased according to trip sub-totals
based on the results of a number plate survey: through
trips 40%, external-internal 30%, internal-external 20%
and internal-internal 10%.

GOSSIP AND TUlXiE

A ME2 run was then performed using one of these matrices and the
Pija factors.

b. SiJmJ1ation/assigrnnent loops were then performed holding the
matrix fixed. This simplified the evaluation by reducing the
number of variables to a manageable level. The ne1:><ork was
validated using this method and a final matrix update and
assigrnnent were then carried out using the outer loop. Note that
very little calibration is required unless for some reason the
ne1:><ork links have very different saturation flows.

CBD saturation flows fran the NAllSRA publication •Interim Guide
for the Design of Intersections at Grade' were used aJ.rrost
exclusively in the Chatewood Study. Only at 1:><0 locations were
t.'ley found not to apply and this was due to unusual
characteristics of each intersection.

The inner loop involving siJmJ1ation and assigrnnent only is controlled
standard 'procedures', which the SAWRN authors wish to see used universally.
The outer loop' involving matrix updating requires intervention by the analyst.
The danger of including the matrix building (updating) in an autanatic
procedure lies in the difficulty of tracing errors or J;articular IOOVernents
the individual matrix elements are manging with each iteration.

AB described previously the SAIDRN process consists of siJmJ1ation and
assigmnent stages carried out indeJ;andently in internal iterative loops.
1:><0 stages are then combined in an iterative loop which should also converge.
This process is illustrated by the fle>< mart in Figure 2. A larger outer
incorporating siJmJ1ation/assigrnnent and the ME2 rodel is used in the matrix
update stage and is illustrated in Figure 3.

The method employed in the Chatewood study consisted of 1:><0 I>irts,
matrix creation and simulation/assignment.
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Figure 2 - Running the Basic Saturn Model
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AlJSTAALIAN EVl\LlIATION OF SA'ltJRN

A Note on PrQcessing Time

It should be borne in mind that SA'ltJRN requires much greater core than
conventional assignment packages for a network of similar sizeo For example, a
network the size of Chatswood, 260 links, 104 intersections and 37 nodes
dE!l\Ol1ded an initial core request for SATSIM of 220,000 octal worde. The
TRANPLAN suite requires a similar amount for a complete Sydney network of
10 000 links for a stomastic (Oial) load. A typical simulation/assignment
l~ of 5 iterations took about 300 CP seconde and cost between $40 and $60
based on the De>artment' s composite unit computer cost.

AssWNMENI' RESULTS

MM-rix Estimation

The first method using the Pratar model on trip end counts produced a
subjectively satisfactory trip distribution, but it was found that the
Proportion of through trips at each cordon station was about 70% as shown in
Table 1. The actual values as given by a number plate survey (1978) were found
to be much lower (see COlumn 6 of Table 1). It was also found that any bias
introduced in the starting matrix was effectively destroyed by the Pratar
process, which if given enough iterations always converged on the proportions
set by the trip ende. Additionally the Pratar modal equitably distributed
trips to all possible 0-0 >airs, no matter how unlikely the trip.

The second process using a biased matrix resulted in the through trip
totals for each cordon crossing point as shown in column 10 of Table 1. The
agreement appears poor but it was found that in general, the important 0-0
pairs (as indicated in the number plate survey) were given a can>atible status
in the modelled matrix, even though the totals were much larger in the latter.
For example at cordon crossing station 6, the 0-0 >air 6-14 was 57% of total
1:llrough traffic in the bias:ME2 matrix, 53% in the number plate survey, and 40%
in the Pratar model.

It was noticeable fran the magnitude of the volumes, that either the
survey was in error or the distribution of trips to the Centre had changed
titamatioally between 1978 and 1981 or both. The difference in total trips
crossing the cordon between the 1981 counts and the 1978 survey was aver 900 or
<iliout 15% of the total t.rip matrix. The sheer scale of this difference coupled
"ith the fact that number plate surveys generally underestimate through trips,
tipped the balance in favour of accepting the matrix created by the second

thod.
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TABLE 1

CXJMPARlOON OF TRIP MATRICES

PERCENTAGE OF THROUGH TRIPS AT CDRIJCI'< STATIONS

year)

Cordon Station Flow In TIrrough Tri

ZOne No. No"
Plate FIatar: Bias: Plate FIatar :
Survey ME2 ME2 Survey ME2

Vehs. %of Vehs .. %of
Total Total

1 288 343 337 124 43 222 63

2 331 472 540 117 35 335 71

3 755 626 656 333 45 419 67 387

5 142 271 278 49 35 205 76 173

6 265 508 516 127 46 432 85 420

7 3 21 20 1 33 18 86 19

8 97 58 64 53 55 49 84 53

9 546 787 797 249 45 553 70 423

10 257 339 339 120 47 237 70 219

12 17 103 20 7 41 71 69 12

13 45 98 19 13 29 66 67 13 count

14 598 708 702 338 57 529 75 577

15 169 255 126 75 44 174 68 30



Through Trips

Fratar:
ME2

Vehs.. % of
Total

TABLE 2

107

301
254

63,175

Assigned Volumes

42.5
14.4

to-133

289
248

60,424

Selected Links
Counted VOlumes

LINK VOLUME srATISTICS

f test: ratio of variances = 1.045 same conclusion as t test

161

Average voL
Std. deviation
Variance
Absolute diff.
Abs. diff. as %
Range of diffs.

Link volumes for the validated network.

AUS fRALIAN EVALUATION Of SAl URN

t test: t = 0.2675 .'. assume samples are the same at the 0.001
significance level.

Tables 2 and 3 present the assignment results for the validation (base
network.

Correlation between the two samples (counts and assigned volumes)
=0.95383 * assigned volume + 1.5461 correlation coefficient = 0.98.

63

71

67

76

85

86

84

70

70

69

67

75

68

222

335

419

205

432

18

49

553

237

71

66

529

174

3310
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ASSIGR-lENl' ACQJRACY

x

10
20
30

TABLE 4

'IURNIm VOLUME STATISTICS

Totals Mean std. dev. Variance

1981 counts 15,994 176 150 22,343
Assign vols. 16,857 185 164 26,668

Abs diff. 5,366 59 46 2,082
% diff. 5,209 57 64 4,056

GOSSIP and TUDGE

'!he goal was for assigrnnent volumes to be within 10% (or 50 vehicles
links with volumes less than 200 vehicles per hour). As Table 3 shows, only
37% of the selected links were within the 10% limit and 59% the stated goal.
In this regard the model did not perform as well as the Wakefield model as
rep:>rted in Ferriera, (1981) and probably reflects the inaccuracies of the
natrix and the canplexity of the Olatswoodnetwork. However, the results are
compatible with those obtained for Harrogate and Liverp:>ol.

It should also be noted that although the overall results oompare
favourably with the British results, we were not nearly so successful at
predicting precise volumes, as only 24% of links fell within 5% of actual
volumes compared to the Wakefield study where 59% of links were within 5%.

Turning VOlmres
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AUSTRALIAN EVALUATION Of SATURN

Generally turning volllll\es were less successfully IIDdelled than link
volllll\eS. 1he absolute difference was greater than for links although the mean
waS only about half that for link volllll\es. Fran the turning vollllles the
differences in routes (between IIDdel and reality) were observed. An indication
of shortfalls in circulating traffic was also obtained fran the turning
volllll\eS, e.g. on the streets surrounding the LEmon Grove Centre where turning
volllll\eS and the flCM on Endeavour street indicated a circulating vollllle of
apProximately 100 vehicles per hour, the IIDdel predicted a circulating flCM of
zero. At IOOst of the major intersections in the network, the turning vollllles
were in aproximately the correct proportions.

Screenline vo1lDDes

Assignment volllll\es across screenlines varied fran the counted vollllles I:¥
between -4% and 11%. A screenline circumscribing the network gave indications
of variation fran actual volllll\es for the quadrants. 1he north east quadrant
displayed a 15% difference to outbound counts and the south-west quadrant a 4%
decrease over counts.

Prediction of queues

Queuing on the 1981 street system was observed at six locations. Wy
at one location did the queue extend over the hourly period. At two other
intersections extensive queuing usually occurred between 4.00 and 5.00 p.m.,
but rarely extended beyond 5.00 p.m. being the result of local peaks in the
tralEflLc occurring over a short time. To succesSfully IIDdel this behaviour 15
or even 5 minute periods should be used. It was interesting to see that when
the increased generation fran the new developnent was added to the trip matrix,
residual queues were predicted at both these intersections.

1he IOOdel predicted that queuing would occur at three intersections, one
being the intersection with the residual queue. 1he size of the queue (nine
vehicles) was also in close agreement with observed queue length. l!CMever, it
also predicted queues at two other locations of three vehicles and five
vehicles. 1hese queues reflected a larger than actual generation of on-street
camnuter parking. In reality only instantaneous queuing occurred at these

'!Wo problems were evident fran the assignments:

1. SA'IDRN identified an attractive I:¥-pe.ss route which was either
unknOtlll to drivers or perceived not to be a reasonable
alternative, and

2. Circulating traffic volllll\es in one area of the centre were
underestimated.
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Base network No Turn Bay Turn Bay

volume on maj or appr. 395 3Q1i
queue on maj or appr. 11 11
volume on minor appr. 525 530
queue on minor appr. 11 11
total queue at into 11 11
total queued on net. 18 17

New developnent network Netwod
Netwod

volume on major appr. 462 598
queue on maj or appr. 22 11
volume on minor appr. 516 490
queue on minor appr. 4 20
total queued at into 26 20
total queued on net. 180 134

GOSSIP and TUDGE

~e first was overcome in the O1ata.ood study by "cheating": a time
];enalty was placed on the by-pass route to simulate the lack of knowledge
the route. ~e problan of the by-];ess route seans to be a function of the
of priority and signalised intersections, and this hints that SAWRN might
more successfully anployed evaluating networks with a predominance of one
of control.

~e difficulty in simulating circulating traffic stans fran the trip
table rather than the assigrnnent, but is included in this section because it
characterised by a flow discrepancy, in this case a shortfall of 100 veruCles
];er hour. It is possible to simulate circulating volumes by weighting the
matrix elanents close to the diagonal in the area giving trouble. However,
this involves returning to the original matrix and working through the pr(lce:SS
again. Time precluded this in the O1ata.ood study so the error was tolerated.

SENSITIVITY OF THE Itl!lEL TO lI1IRIQUS TRAfFIC MlINI\Goom MEI\SlJRES

Changes in road goorngtrv

In the course of the study, it was found that a queue of through
vehicles developed along a major link behind right turners at a priority
intersection because only one approach lane had been coded. ~is problan did
not exist in the base network because the volumes were not large enough to
cause problans. For the case of the greater developnent a queue of 22 verO,C:les
was predicted for the blocked through movanent. ~e intersection was recoded
with one through lane and one right turn lane with the results shown in Table
5.

TABLE 5

SENSITIVITY TO CllAN;PS IN GEXX>lE:l'RY
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TABLE 6

Change in intersection control.

914
889

Fuel
Cansumption

Av. Trip
Length

0.603
0.606

165

Av. Trav.
Time

ll5secs
109secs

NElWORK EFFECl'S OF A QlAN;E IN srRERl' roJerION

Total
Queued

N~~:~~.~ 1 60NE 2 38

AUSIRALIAN EVALUATION OF SATURN

Functional change in street system,

Figure 4 illustrates the changes to route choice caused by replacing a
priority junction with traffic signal control.

It can he seen that the signals have a dramatic effect on volunes on the
nOI,th~'S<Out:h leg of the intersection and on turning movarents and route choice
for the east-west traffic. '!he >arallel route to the north of main street

acts as a "safety valve" for left turners 72-42-8 when the queue reaciJes
V1C1JUt'l of 72. '!he introduction of signals caused most of the left

tUI:IW'Y tr",cn,e to turn right instead, presumahly hecause this route had hecane
attractive. In turn this has pushed the captive left turning traffic onto

the smaller bY->ass•

Functional changes to street systems usually involve more subtle changes
network >arameters. One of the stumbling blocks to progress in the planning

!
~~~jf~O;;r~Ch~a~tswoodCentre was the difficulty in achieving agreenent onbuses. '!he existing system had buses feeding the Centre directly.

was to close the existing feeder road, which would then heCXllJle
and to re-route buses to a road 200 metres oouth of the

'!his would then feed buses into a bus/rail interchange. '!he
prc,po'3al was not accepted, but a CXllJlpranise was reached where Centre-bound

would use the oouthern route and outbound buses the pedestian mall, which
hecane a >artial mall.

To illustrate the types of differences in network effects that SA'IURN
reveal, an example shCMing can>arioons hetween the CXllJlpranise network

(n~::~~~ 1) and a network with buses using the mall in both directions
(r 2) and not the southern route is illustated in Table 6. Figure 5

the difference in turning volumes hetween the two networks.
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Figure 4 Change in intersection control
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Matrix Creation

JUdging purely on the assigmnent results and comjl3.ring with jl3.st
experience with conventional jl3.ckages, the authors would have no hesitation
accepting the results for O1atswood. However, the sothistication of the
and the purpose for which it was designed, leads the user to adopt a much
critical view.

Assigmnent Results

Conversely it is the sothistication of SA'lURN and its major innovative
advantages over its competitors, that make it unsuitable for general use. It
is believed that a good understanding of the basic theory behind each
the interaction between processes is necessary before users could be UJ'llLJ.aelOt

of the values of their results.

The final validation matrix had sane serious problens when COInjl3.red
the number plate survey results. For areas such as OJatswood, having a conpl,ex
traffic generation, a reliable first estimate matrix should be used as
the ME2 model. The Fratar model was -found unsuitable for this purpose.
using a unity matrix as the first estimate, the matrix elenents must be
to ensure that a reasonable trip distribution is produced. The ME2 model did
preserve the structure of that matrix. Elnploying ME2 to create a satisfactory
trip matrix fran traffic counts only on simple networks is yet to be tested,
but the results of this study are sufficiently encouraging to proceed in that
direction.

Although the theory behind each of the three main jl3.rts of the SA'!URN
suite is understandable and thus, in isolation, the operation of each model
be predicted, in combination, their interaction makes prediction extrenely
difficult. It is hoped that greater use will lead to a better "feel" for
reaction of the suite to deta and/or jl3.rameter changes.

Was the theor.Y COILlDrehensibJ e?

N~the results aCcentabJ e'?

This functional change produced very little re-routing of private
vehicles and almost insignificant change at the two major intersections
involved. The overall network changes were h",ever, IlDre significant
indicating that buses using the mall in ooth directions would be preferable
one direction only.

GOSSIP and TUUGE

COOCLtJSIONS

The link volumes were regarded as reasonable, farticularly when
canfaring volumes arising fran different traffic managenent strategies.
Volumes for forecast years renained as unpredictable as oonventional
assignments, because the major uncertainties originated in the trip table
was derived using standard prediction techniques for generation by floor area
and local oouncil farking codes.
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Turriing volumes were less successfully predicted and the authors would
?:~er more experience with SA'lURN before these are used for trsffic signal
deSlgn.

Route O1oioo

The final ·preferred· paths evident in the assignment (assessed on
turning volumes only) were a function of the network (hence the assignment
process) and the trip matrix. It was evident that there were sane paths chosen
bY SA'lURIl which were not used in reality. '!Wo major differences were
identified:

1. i:>{-pass routes which were not knlMn i:>{ drivers, and

2. the circulating traffic in certain areas of the centre.

Neither of these problems are new and in this regard SA'IURN performs as
well (or badly) as other traffic assignment models. SATURN hlMever, has the
potential to simulate circulating traffic with a reasonable degree of accuracy
through the matrix updating facility.

Are there any reservations as to the application of SATURN?

Although no techriical reason has been found to limit the application of
SAWRN there are several practical limitations. ~ese sten fran the larger
than usual data requirenents of the suite. ~us, it is probable that although
the external eguibrium model in SATURN may be used to look at strategic
alterations in fllMS due to central changes in road supply to trip demand, less
'data-hungry· models such as CSIro's IATM may be more appropriate for local
residential areas etc. This is not to say that SA'IURN is unsuitable only that
it may be more efficient to use other less denanding models.

Was it easy to use'?

The short anEMer to this question is no.

Data requiranents were not excessive, but it was concluded that for a
centre as canplex as Olatswood, reliable count and trip distribution
information must be available. It is hoped that snaller, less complex networks
will require only traffic counts, but this is still to be confirmed in a

udy. Coding was more complex than conventional assignments, but if the
omrentll,ns were rigidly adhered to, little trouble resulted. Human error is

likely because of the complexity and the errors were not always uncovered
the editing routines.

1tle major difficulty in using the suite was in the interpretation of the
manual. HlMever, the program is still in its infancy of public use and

no doubt undergo change, which in turn should lead to evolution of the
manual. Whether the program will reach the stage of a "black box· is

dolJbtflll, mainly because of its sofhistication, rather than any deficiencies
nCM exist in its documentation or theoretical msis.
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